Determination of the inelastic mean free path of electrons in vitrified ice layers for on-line thickness measurements by zero-loss imaging.
The inelastic mean free path of 120 keV electrons in vitrified ice layers has been determined in an energy-filtering TEM. From the ratio of the unfiltered and zero-loss-filtered image intensities recorded with a slow-scan CCD camera, the relative sample thickness t/Lambda can be calculated. For calibration, the geometric ice thickness was measured by imaging a tilted view of a cylindrical hole which had been burnt into the ice layer. The total inelastic mean free path was found to be 161 nm, and the partial inelastic mean free path for an acceptance angle of 4.2 mrad was 232 nm. These results were built into a standard protocol for use in cryo-electron microscopy allowing on-line measurements of local ice-layer thicknesses by zero-loss-filtered/unfiltered imaging.